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Tuition increase may cover budget cuts
By Daniel Short

Legislative reporter

HELENA — The Board of Regents
has compiled the list of cuts it will
present to the education subcommit
tee Wednesday morning, but, accord
ing to one regent, an alternative to
the proposed $25 million cut would
be to raise tuition by $25 million.
Jim Kaze, the Havre regent, said
at Monday’s meeting, “One obvious
solution to these cuts, one way to
keep the system’s level of funding, is
to raise tuition by $25 million.”
Several regents agreed that they

Other options for cutting $25
million from the university system

should not rule out a tuition in
were installed it would increase
crease, saying it’s an option for
tuition by $2.6 million over each of
offsetting some of the cuts. Kaze
the next two years. Thomas Topel,
added that “whether it’s a $12.5
the Billings regent, said that the
million split, or whatever, some of
tuition-indexing percentages could be
this will have to come out of tuition.” adjusted to bring in more money.
Jody Farmer, an MSU student
Only one of the 21 options to be
representing the Montana University presented to the subcommittee
System, called the idea of raising
addresses tuition. An increase in
tuition “unconscionable.” She said it
“incidental tuition” of 1 percent,
was outrageous that students should which would raise about $400,000
have to keep paying more and more
with which to offset the cuts.
for less and less. “When is this going
The commissioner of higher
to stop?” she asked.
education’s office, in a document
The regents said that if their
describing the proposed cuts, said
proposed plan of tuition indexing
See “Regent” page 6

•No longer allowing paid “profes
sional development leave" fortop
employees ($30,000)
■Cheaper in-state travel
($100,000)
•Pay all professional, nonadministrative and non-policy
making employees according to
the state pay classification
system. Savings would depend
on turnover in jobs ($80,000$100,000).
•Cut pay for non-faculty employ
ees. ($113,000-$452,000)
•Cut administration 10 percent

See “Cost cutting” page 6

Restrictions
on unrelated
roommates
may be lifted
By Daniel Short & Linn Parish
Staff Writers

T^NATIONS THAT purchased the new weight room may have to be used to support current athletic
programs if the $3.1 million in cuts to the university system inter-collegiate budget. Nate Covill, a
freshman in education, works out in the inter-collegiate weight room on Tuesday.

Athletics could be hit hard by budget cuts
2 1
Proposed $3.1
million Iin kAwJL-izsavings
could hit UM hardest, Moos says
m

By Kevin Crough

Staff Writer
The Board of Regents’
proposed $3.1 million
athletic budget cuts, if
approved by a legislative
budget committee, will hit
UM harder than any other
school in the state, said the
UM athletic director on
Tuesday.
“I am hoping that we
aren’t going to be the
sacrificial lamb (in this
situation),” said Bill Moos.
“But if we do get hit hard,
we’ll have to take our

■ Page 4—Toxic incinera
tor proposal contains
“selective science” and
could pose public threat, a
state senator says,

lumps like everyone else.”
UM and five other
colleges in Montana are
facing the athletic cuts as
part of a larger plan of
general fund cuts that
would save the state up to
$26 million over the next
two years. The Board of
Regents made the proposal
in compliance with a re
quest made by the Joint
Appropriations Subcommit
tee on Education.
Moos said the athletic
program would have to rely
on more booster support if
the cuts are approved.

______ _ _

Some athletic depart
revenue and expenditures
ment numbers that would were $469,050
be affected by cuts:
—Total designated
—60% of their budget
revenue and expenditures
now comes from boosters,
were $1,490,795
corporate sponsors and
—For men’s sports
ticket sales (more than
there are 134 athletes; for
60% would be needed after women’s sports there are
the cuts)
68 athletes.
—For Fiscal year 1992
—Athletic cuts would
athletic budget:
make it more difficult to
—Total state revenue
add two more women’s
and expenditures were
sports, which are neces
$1,437,515
sary under the gender
—Total scholarship
equity rule.
Booster support now accounts
for 60 percent of the athletic
budget. With the compliance
of the gender equity rule, by

which UM would have to
add two more women’s
sports, money would be
tight, Moos said.

A city ordinance restricting
more than two unrelated
people to live together may soon
be obsolete, county and state
officials said Tuesday.
Sen. David Rye, R-Billings,
sponsor ofSenate Bill 236, told
members of the Senate Local
Government Committee that
the bill would help ease the
housing shortage students now
face and give them a financial
break by allowing them to rent
as a group.
SB 236 is an act that would
prohibit city governments from
regulating the number of
people that may live in one
house on the basis of the blood
relationship between the
people.
Missoula’s current zoning
ordinance says that no dwell
ing in Missoula’s city limits
may be occupied by more than
two unrelated people.
Gary Evans, the zoning or
dinance revision planner, said
the new revisions to the zoning
plans do not include this re
striction. He said federal and
state laws are unclear on what
is acceptable in zoning ordi
nances and that it is easier to
leave all references to family
restrictions out of zoning ordi
nances.
Bruce Barrett, attorney for
ASUM, said the current city
ordinances discriminate
against all non-married people,
not just college students. He
said that given the tremen
dous housing pressures, the
current zoning restrictions “are
completely unfair and possibly
unlawful.”
See “Housing” page 12

IN THIS ISSUE
■ Page 5—Montana’s
economic environment is
right for UM’s new busi
ness building, says Presi
dent George Dennison.

■ Page 7—An operatic
farce, Northwest Arayans
and Irish tunes from Iowa
combine for great live
entertainment in Missoula.

m Page 9—New university
area zoning proposal would
give Greeks two new
houses for expansion.

■ Page 12—ASUM
president's proposed three
tiered pay scale for ASUM .
employees meets resis
tance from within.
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opinion
EDITORIAL----------

Family recipe
chokes students
with gristly rules
Those good old “family values” have
come back to haunt.
We heard it around election time,
and once again the government is try
ing to tell us what a traditional Ameri
can family should be. But this time, it
could mean the difference between hav
ing a home and roaming the streets.
Four UM students living in a fourbedroom home in the Rattlesnake may
be evicted because a neighbor has re
peatedly complained that they don’t fit
the city’s definition of family and are
therefore not legally entitled to remain
in their “single-family home.”
Under a current Missoula ordinance,
three or more people cannot live in a
single-family dwelling unless they are
related through blood, marriage or
adoption and cook together. This rules
out an awful lot of innocent students.
And City Attorney Jim Nugent says
there are a handful of these cases each
year. Students are often kicked out at
the end of the semester if someone
complains that they are violating the
ordinance, Nugent says.
The ordinance is taken verbatim
from a 1974 Supreme Court decision
that defined family in the same terms
to eliminate students overcrowding
themselves in university-area homes
and disturbing the neighbors with their
added traffic and parties.
But the ordinance disregards the
more recent 1986 Civil Rights Act that
prohibits laws from being based on
familial relations because they are dis
criminatory. What’s more, the Missoula
ordinance doesn’t and can’t accomplish
what it sets out to do: prevent nice
Missoula “families” from the burden
some raucousness of college students
living next door.
Had the four students been cousins,
their living arrangements would have
been well within the law. In the same
respect, a family of 10 including two
parents and eight teen-age children
would legally be entitled to a single
family home. Yet this scenario would
hardly cut down on the traffic and noise
produced from four students.
In today’s world, everyone seems to
have a unique definition of family and
households are often conglomerates of
many diverse people living together.
Our city government has no business
determining the definition of a family
for us.
Gary Evans, the Missoula zoning
ordinance revision planner, is propos
ing to eliminate the definition of fam
ily, and rightly so.
“Family” is intangible and ambigu
ous. Certain cultures don’t even have
words for cousins, nieces and nephews
because they are all considered broth
ers, sisters, sons and daughters, part of
the immediate “family.” Other cultures
completely ignore either the mother’s
side or the father’s side of the family
because they trace descent through the
other line.
It is hard enough to get through
college in these times of tight budgets.
And no one should have to do it with the
added stress of wondering where to
crash for the night.
—Karen Coates

MONTANA KAIMIN EDITORIAL BOARD
Karen Coates • Mark Heinz • Bill Heisel • Kyle Wood
Kevin Anthony • Linn Parish • Deborah Malarek
Editorials reflect the views of the board.
Columns and letters reflect the views of the author.

Warning: Explicit Lyrics In This Column
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Tchaikovsky s Symphony m minor is a delicate, often harrowing
work that depicts the composer’s love
and fear of a life threatened by a
terminal illness. The opening pas
sages are haunting, the bassoon serv
ing as an ominous reminder of an
impending death, unwarranted but
at the same time comforting, as the
slow section of the first movement
later reveals...
She likes sucking on d..ks and
licking up nut
and she’ll even take the broom
stick up the butt
just to say she did it with a
rapper
but the p..sy was more fishy than
red snapper.
‘But how many licks would it
take," she asked,"
for M.C. Ren to start gushing up
vanilla shake?"
—from “She Swallowed it” on
N.W-A’s album “Niggaz41ife”
Oscar Petersen’s brilliance and
full-flight virtuosity are in high speed
on his performance of “A Little Jazz
Exercise.” Rarely does one experi
ence such phenomenal genius. It led
one reviewer to conclude, rightfully,
that Petersen is a cheater because he
must have three hands...
Panties round your knees with
your ass in debris
Doin' that grind with a push and
a squeeze
Tied up, tied down, up against
the wall
Be my rubbermade baby and we
can do it all.
—from “Anything Goes” on

heralded by a liberal friend ofmine as
by
abrilliant
brilliantsocial
socialstatement
statement
byanan“on“op
pressed” black. Poor oppressed Ice-T.
Oppressed all the way to the bank.
This person also could not give me
a good reason for her dislike of
Whitney Houston, who has a beauti
ful and powerful voice. She said some
thing to the effect that it is “pop”
music and most of that music is bad
(something we agree upon), but I have
Guns ‘n Roses’ album “Appetite for
the feeling her reasons are precisely
Destruction”
I almost don’t wish to continue why I like Whitney Houston. That is
writing. The message seems too bla hatred.
No, the thought police are not here,
tantly clear. But, alas, this is what a
and I don’t think everyone should
generation is offering us in the form
have my musical taste. One’s sense of
of music, and it must be addressed.
Before anyone accuses me of being music depends deeply on experience
and knowledge. What I ask for is a
friends with Jesse Helms, let me ex
better understanding ofmusic, better
plain something. I do not advocate
censorship of anybody’s ideas, politi than what is offered by the status quo.
For the deeper the understanding,
cal or otherwise (I also do not support
the existence of the National Endow the more fulfilling the true musical
experience
is. It leads to an apprecia
ment for the Arts, which funds gar
bage much more profane than my tion of human excellence, of dedica
two examples). I write as a musician tion, ofthe complexity ofhuman emo
who upholds certain ideals about aes tion that music is so capable of nur
thetics, ideals that are systemati turing.
It pays homage to Stevie Ray
cally bashed by the artistically feeble
Vaughan, to Tchaikovsky, to
as “elevator music.”
Of course, I have only given the Thelonious Monk, to every genius
lyrics in my examples. But I assure whose music explores the vast ter
you, could words become music, the rain of the human experience.
And when Chick Corea can fill more
level of artistry would remain the
seats in the University Theatre than
same.
What is the common denominator the Beastie Boys, I'll know that
of all this music? It is not sex or achievement is more popular than
racism or class envy. It is hatred. human depravity.
And Tchaikovsky will quit rolling
Simple hatred. Hatred of values, of
aesthetics, of art and of human be over in his grave.
—Jamie Kelly is a senior in
ings.
jounalism
Ice-Ts album “Cop Killer” was once

Letters to the editor--------------------------------------Go Griz!
Editor:
If you missed the Griz game this
past Saturday night, you missed one of
the best efforts I have ever been privi
leged to witness by a basketball team.
Everyone on the team, especially
the starters played like there was no
tomorrow, and we won, even though
Idaho’s star, Orlando Lightfoot, scored
26 points.

MONTANA KAIMIN
The Montana Kaimln, In Its 95th year, Is
published by the students of the University
of Montana, Missoula. Kaimln is a Salish
word that means “messages.” The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimln for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content Sub
scription rates: $30 per semester, $50 per
academic year.
Editor........................
Karen Coates
Business Manager................. Debra Brinkman
Office Manager.,.
..Terri Phillips

Travis Decuire posted only one
turnover, and balanced scoringkept
the Griz in the game. We even
triumphed over some incredibly poor
officiating in the post to score in
side, too.
Don’t anyone doubt it-the griz
zlies who beat #1 Idaho Saturday
night are Big Sky title contenders.
In the last seconds, when Lightfoot
travelled and erased the three-point

shot that should have put Idaho up by
one point, we students were going
wild. I had a great urge to run out onto
the floor as the buzzer sounded, and
congratulate the players on their in
credible effort The Grizzlies played
with their hearts and the win was
personal, and I am proud to have got
ten to see such a level of talent.
—Jennifer Brockie
senior, philosophy I economics

Design Editor...............................Take* Uda
News Editors............................... Bill Heisel,
Mark Heinz, Linn Parish
Photography Editor................ John Youngbear
Arts Editor.................... .......... Deborah Malarek
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Copy Editors....Craig Peterson, Amy Marchei,
Steve Pratt, John Stuck®
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Adyqrtidng Represenktatiyes1.Tuv,.Kelli Crin^f,

Barbara Thorson, Kerrie Harnngton
Business office phone...................... 243-6541
Newsroom phone............................... 243-4310

LETTERS POLICY: The Kaimln welcomes
expressions of all views from Its readers.
Letters should be no more than 300 words,
typed and double-spaced. They must Include
signature, valid mailing address, telephone
number and student’a year and major, If ap
plicable. All letters are subject to editingi for
clarity and brevity. Letters should be mailed
or brought to the Kaimln office in room 20o o
the journalism building.
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Letters to the editor---------------------------------------------------------------Home birth
unforgettable
Editor:
I am pleased with the
article on midwifery in the
Feb. 11 issue of the Kaimin.
Dolly Browder assisted me
with the delivery of my
daughter last summer. Dolly
is a caring, experienced and
dedicated midwife. My home
birth experience was ex
tremely rewarding for me
and for my husband. I will
never forget listening to the
birds singing outside my
window at dawn before
delivering my daughter in
the calm of my own home.
Childbirth is a natural
process. Becoming better
educated about the process
can reduce individuals’ fears
of it. More women need to
have faith in their ability to
deliver a child naturally. In
my opinion, home birth can
be a viable and positive
choice for healthy women
with normal pregnancies.
—Joanne Steemers
senior, pre-pharmacy

Safety belts
for security Xm
Editor:
I have a question which I
would like to pose in our
paper. Why is it that mem
bers of Campus Security do
not use safety belts as
according to Montana law?
Thank you for this oppor
tunity. I hope to be enlight
ened or provided with an
explanation.
—Joseph R. Gage
Missoula

Stop development
Editor:
If you are concerned with
the out-of-control develop
ment happening here in
Montana, or if you want to
buy land sometime in the
future, call your representa
tive or senator. Tell them we
need simple subdivision
reform.
Currently there are bills in
the Legislature to close the
loopholes in the current
subdivision law that are
responsible for much of the
uncontrolled development.
These loopholes allow most
subdivisions to proceed
without any local review.
The loopholes are divisions
creating 20 acre plots or
larger, occasional sale (once a
year), and family conveyance.
There are also bills that
rewrite the subdivision law
and weaken it. Tell your
legislators to vote for simple
reform and just close the
loopholes. If you would like
more information call me at
MontPIRG, 243-2907.
—Matt Arno
MontPIRG Board Chair
senior, resource
conservation

OK Task Force,
next step?
Editor:
Recent articles in the
Kaimin and the Missoulian
about recommendations of

twenty years ago, the Ameri went undiscovered until
alternatives in thought,
the UM Presidential Task
word, and deed have both
can Psychiatric Association spring thaw. It seems that
Force on Rape and Sexual
intrinsic and extrinsic
removed homosexuality as a the same is true over here at
Assault have shown the
rewards for us as individuals diagnostic category from the UM family housing. Since
differences in opinion, not so
“Diagnostic and Statistical the recent warm spell, the
and our community.
much about the urgent need
—Will Cowdrey, Alterna Manual” after a painstaking snow has begun to reveal all
for addressing rape and
tives to Violence Program review of the available schol kinds of secrets. No bodies
sexual assault a UM, but the
UM Counseling and arly literature. What does Mr. yet, but all sorts of other
approaches we use to affect
Menial Health Services Withy know that the APA does things. Not exactly the sort
changes, which hopefully will
not? What is the evidence on of neat stuff you might find
result in greater campus
which he bases his assertion? in a ghost town like Garnet,
safety. One of these ap
Words more
I’ve heard all of the arguments either. This is more along
proaches, which is creating a
confining
decrying
homosexuality as a the lines of garbage, another
great deal of controversy, is
than wheelchair
pathological deviation, and not name for trash.
the “curricular review, by
one ofthem can withstand criti
academic offices, to revise
It seems that some of the
cal scrutiny.
language and texts that
Editor:
more environmentally
There was a time in this conscious of us are into
endorse or uncritically
The Kaimin has been
country’s history when left recycling, which, by the way,
tolerate rape and sexual
doing an excellentjob cover
assault as sanctioned cul
ing issues that are important handed school children were I think is very nice. The only
forced to write with their right flaw in their program is that
tural expressions.” Another
to people with disabilities.
hands. Such is the level of they overlooked the fact that
controversial recommenda
Your articles on access and
absurdity that fear of “other the cans and newspapers
tion is the calling for campus compliance with the ADA .
offices and
ness” can lead people. Of they are saving need to
will, let’s
course, the difference between actually be driven over to the
businesses to
hope, en
dexterity and sexuality is that, recycling place. Now the rest
“enhance the
courage
“Implying that
because the latter deals with of us have the pleasure of
campus environ
administra
primal drives, discussion ofthe seeing this mess which has
ment by remov readers should pity
tors to act
subject is often charged with blown all over the place, and
ing provocative
quickly to
a man who suc
emotionality at the expense of I do mean all over.
posters, publica
make UM
cessfully
operates
rationality.
tions, illustra
Not to say that everybody
fully acces
tion, practices
Mr. Withy’s central concern is a bad apple. The majority
a ranch because
sible to all
and language
seems to be that by expressing of the folks here take care of
students,
he
is
“
confined
to
a
that porno
the idea that human homo the place, it’s the few who
faculty and
graphically and wheelchair” is not
sexuality is a naturally occur don’t that make this look like
staff.
explicitly advoring
variation, droves of “nor an inner city housing project.
In
writing
accurate report
. cate sexually
mal” heterosexual kids will Such as it is.
about
ing.
Nick Baker individuals
oriented vio
“jump the fence” and choose
I have even been guilty
lence.” The
Mon TECH/Rural with disabili homosexuality. This js a curi myself of leaving my trash
controversy
ous argument. Does Mr. Withy outside my back door on a
Institute on Disabilities ties, how
seems to be
have such little faith in the cold night or two and even a
ever, you
around someone
joys ofheterosexuality that he couple of warm nights too. It
sometimes
telling someone else what is
could even imagine such a sce saves me a trip down to the
fall into the “pity/gee whiz”
good for them and the
nario? There are millions of trash bins which are three
trap.
campus, which many take to
primary heterosexuals who flights down and a half a
Implying that readers
be censorship and a threat to should pity a man who
accept the existence of homo block away. I take it down in
their constitutional rights.
successfully operates a ranch sexuality, accept the civil rights the morning, no problem.
This has created much
ofgay and lesbian individuals, Not so with the guy down on
because he is “confined to a
thoughtful discussion and
and at the same time have no the first floor. He took his
wheelchair* is not accurate
not-so-thoughtful reactions.
desire or inclination to change garbage out a couple of
reporting. The wheelchair
Great! Now where are the doesn’t confine him. It is a
their won orientations.
months or so ago and there it
forums for discussion of these tool that frees him to live an
Finally, for all the “Chris still is. I’m sure he just
reaction? Where are the
tians
”
who
have
written
let

forgot
about it, though
independent life.
opportunities for informing
And while folks unfamiliar ters to the Kaimin in recent because it is hidden under
and educating UM students,
months on the subject ofhomo- the stairs on the way up
with rural life may find it
staff, and faculty about the
sexuality, you are entitled to here. Anyway my neighbor
amazing (Gee whiz!) that a
what the Presidential Task
our prejudicial beliefs, regard wouldn’t recognize his trash
person with disabilities can
Force on Rape and Sexual
less of how uncharitable I be anymore since the cats got
handle ranch chores, it’s not
Assault recommendations
lieve they are. But I do assert into it. The cat lives next
unusual-hundreds of Mon
are about and where they are tanans with disabilities do it
the need to base public policy door to the trash guy and is
coming from in making these every day. The story could
on information provided by here against the rules, but
recommendations. More
sources other than ancient that is not the cat’s fault.
have said so.
importantly, if we are being
scriptures. After all, the con Nor is it the cat’s fault that it
Keep up the good work
asked to change our belief
tradictions of the is continually pregnant and
reporting on
systems and behaviors
Judeo-Christian that it leaves cat doo-doo all
the things
regarding sexual assault and that truly
bible are mind- over the place, that is a cat’s
“After all, the con
rape (what about all vio
boggling. Perhaps job. That is also why they
confine folks
tradictions of the
lence?), what new choices or
the most glaring are not allowed here.
with dis
behaviors are we being
Judeo-Christian
example is of the
I guess I should call
abilities:
offered? Do these new
commandment, somebody about this, but I
inaccessible
bible
are
mindbehaviors or choices have
“Thou shalt not don’t know whose job it is to
buildings,
boggling.”
equal or greater value and
kill.” After Moses’ pick up after grownups.
lack of
fulfillment as our old behav
descent from Mt. These are not just illiterate
sidewalks
—Glenn D.
iors? Are we willing to create and curbs
Goldman Sinai, the OldTes- commoners either. You see,
an environment that will
tament goes on to to live here you have to be a
cuts, and
graduate student,
acknowledge and reward
glorify the bloody, student or faculty member at
discrimina
counselor education
these new beliefs and ways of tion in the
murderous con the university, the sort of
being, as we (society) have
quests of the Isra people you might think were
workplace.
rewarded the old behaviors?
elites. Didn’t Yahweh really more responsible than that.
But remember that the
Certainly we can’t “shove
mean, “Thou shalt not kill un Maybe I should just go to
language you use as journal
these recommendations down ists can create attitudes that less thou dost kill for my sake?” these people and tell them
people’s throats,” this ap
If anyone is interested in that the rest of us (I pre
are confining, too.
proach may only potentially
—Nick Baker publicly debating these issues, sume) are sick of seeing all
further strengthen a persons
please
contact me at 243-5252. the trash out on the lawn, or
MonTECH/Rural
need for their old belief.
Institute on Disabilities This war ofletters to the editor sick of tripping over the
OK, Presidential Task
is getting tedious.
Christmas tree that’s been in
Force on Rape and Sexual
—Glenn D. Goldman the middle of the sidewalk.
Homosexuality
Assault, you have our atten
graduate student,
The fact is, it’s not my job
not a sickness
tion, now provide us with the
counselor education either. I might be taken for a
information, the opportuni
party pooper or a wacko, or
Editor:
ties, and the support to
Pick up your trash! even worse offend someone’s
In a letter to the editor in
recognize the benefits of
sensibilities.
Editor:
the Feb. 4 issue of the Kaimin,
changing our behaviors. We
That’s how it goes at this
Mr. George Withy makes the
In the once bustling town
need to recognize the value of
university.
bold assertion that “homosexu of Garnet, Montana it was
new beliefs and behaviors so
—Pat Fitzpatrick
ality is a sickness and should said that if a drunken miner
that dur chd&sing non-violent be treated ais such.” In 1973,
sophomore, pre-nursing
fell into a snowbank, he often v . r t
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What's
happening
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Today 2/17
•Women’s Studies
Brown Bag Lunch, “The
Role of Professional
Women in the Workforce:
A Cross-Cultural Per
spective,” noon, Pope
Room, Law School
•Joint Charter Day
Celebration (Helena).
•Montana Reper
tory Benefit Dinner, 6
p.m., and theater, “Lend
Me a Tenor,” 8:30 p.m.,
Montana Theatre.
•ASUM Senate meet
ing, 6 p.m., UC Montana
Rooms
•Into the Streets,
“People Helping People,”
hourly forums and infor
mation tables focusingon
homeless,
hunger,
childcare, elderly, youth,
disaster relief, UC.
•Alcoholics Anony
mous, noon and 7:30
p.m., UC

VWiafs

ITTl

happening J JLoJ

Thursday 2/18
•Charter Day, no
classes, see schedule of
events p. 8
•Lecture, “Where is
Montana’s Economy
Headed,” by Paul E.
Polzin, 6:30 p.m. to 7:30
p.m., Urey Lecture Hall.

Toxic waste burners lack science, official says
By Jill Duryee
for the Kaimin

Four companies that have
recently proposed to inciner
ate toxic waste in Montana
have yet to prove the burning
will not pose a threat to public
health, a state senator told the
Natural Resources Committee
Monday in Helena.
Sen. Bill Yellowtail, spon
sor of the Dangerous Waste
Incinerator Siting Bill, said
that representatives of Ash
Grove Cement Co. and Holnam
Trident Cement Plant have not
presented sound scientific data
to support their claims that
incineration of toxic waste is
not a threat to public safety.
The siting bill would prohibit
incinerating toxic waste near
population centers, recreation
areas, bodies ofwater and aqui
fer recharge zones.
“Their science is lacking,”
Yellowtail told committee

members. “The scientific in
formation that has been pre
sented to you is selective,” he
said.
Ash Grove and Trident, two
cement producers who want to
bum toxic wastes from refin
eries to heat the kilns where
the cement is processed, were
equally skeptical of the other
side’s scientific data.
“We cannot continue to ig
nore scientific consideration
when making environmental
policy,” a toxicologist repre
senting the two cement com
panies said.
Dr. Kathryn Kelly, presi
dent of Environmental Toxi
cology International Inc., in
Seattle, said the siting act’s
criteria prohibiting incinera
tion of toxic waste within five
miles ofpermanent dwellings
and four miles of surface wa
ters have no scientific basis.
“The out of sight, out of
mind policy doesn’t work,r

Kelly said. “It provides no guar the zoning laws did not allow
antee of public health protec for waste producing industries
in the site area.
tion.”
The Montana Public Inter
Besides Ash Grove and
Research
Group
Holnam Trident, two other est
companies are proposing to (MontPIRG), based at UM, has
bum toxic waste in Montana: been an active supporter ofthe
Ross Electric Co. would bum siting bill.
Although time ran out be
electrical transformers in
Baker and Al cote ch would bum fore MontPIRG activist Dan
medical wastes near Ringling. Stahly was able to testify be
Ross Electric tried to build fore the committee, Stahlysaid
an incinerator in Missoula two the group presented the com
years ago, but county officials mittee with about 500 signa
halted construction in Decem tures of Missoulians in sup
ber, 1991, after learning that port of the bill.
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I GREAT QUICK COLLEGE MEAL
take home FROZEN PIZZA from

We're located next to
Red's Bar in the heart of
DOWNTOWN!

pizza by the slice

721-7618

■rFROZEN15" PIZZAS;
nonnaHySSJOSALE

$3.50

WITH COUPON

I

I
I

99‘ DAILY SPECIALS
with purchase of
Large Fries and Medium Soft Drink

MONDAY - BACON DOUBLE CHEESE BURGER
TUESDAY - CHICKEN SANDWICH
WEDNESDAY-WHOPPER
THURSDAY - DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER
FRIDAY-WHOPPER

Chrta Sherlock for the Kaimin

Bond rates make it good time
to finance business building

Dennison said legislative ap said.
proval for the business building
These municipal bonds are
will probably not happen this both federal and state tax-free,
Now is the time to finance session because Montana State he said, adding that ifpersonal
701
the new $15.5 million busi University is first in line for income taxes go up, people may
2405
E. BROADWAY
ness building because of low new projects.
BROOKS ST.
be looking for tax-free bonds to
interest rates on municipal
The Long-Range Planning invest their money.
bonds, UM President George Subcommittee voted in favor of
Dennison said another good
Dennison said recently.
constructing the $22.2 million reason for the business build
STUDENTS: 10% DISCOUNT WITH VALID I.D. CARD
engineering and physical sci ing would be that it would help
ences complex at MSU, but UM comply with the Ameri
delayed action on UM*s busi cans with Disabilities Act.
nessbuilding, along with a $10
The current business build
million women’s prison at Bill ing does not comply with ADA
ings and a $5.6 million veter standards.
ans home in Glendive.
Larry Gianchetta, dean of
“It’s kind of a wash,” the business school, said he is
Wibjects needed that currently have an untreated sinus
Dennison said. “Now is the still optimistic that the
| infection. Qualified students may receive up to $100
time to build . . . bonds are committee’s decision to delay
“
for their help.
low.”
construction ofthe buildingwill
Ken Reesman of D.A. be overturned.
Antibiotic therapy is provided.
Davidson and Co. echoed
“I think there is a real prob
For further information call
Dennison’s concerns by agree ability that by the end of the
ing that right now is a good session we will still be working
time to buy bonds.
on the building,” Gianchetta
and ask about the Sinusitus Study.
“The ten-year municipal said.
bond rates are at 5 percent...
Gianchetta said that no or
and that’s real low,” Reesman ders to stop the pre-construc
tion phase have come down’
from the Legislature.
dhe Missoula fFoClcCorc Society
So far, $350,000 has been
spent on architectural fees.
and UC (Programming
Shaun Tatarka & John Stucke
Staff Writers

ATTENTION SINUSITIS PATIENTS
THE ALLERGY and ASTHMA CENTER

721-1838

NEW FARE WARS

TRAVEL VALID FEB. 16th THRU
MAY 31st
PURCHASE BY FEB. 19th.
Call for individual cities.
Good for SPRING BREAK!!

Prou-dCy Present
In Concert

Please

recycle
this

Tommy Sands

Kaimin

"The most powerful and
gifted songwriter in Ireland
if not the rest of the world."
Sing Out Magazine

EUROPEAN FARE SALE
purchase before Feb. 19th
front $598 LONDON

$748 PARIS
$748 FRANKFURT

/ruise

Mexico

from
$€>62
including air from Missoula

travel

549-2286
Connection 18WW41 228«

Dave Moore
Of Prairie Home Companion
fame,
"Dave Moore is one of America's
finest songwriters...he blows harp
like he was born with it between
his lips. And he works the mic as
if he were letting us all in on the
secrets of the world..."
Dirty Linen
Two of the best slnger/songwrlters
on both sides of the Atlantic

Thursday, February 18th
UC Copper Commons 8pm
$7 UM Students, staff and faculty, MFS members
$8 General

EYE EXAMS AVAILABLE

or bring in your Rx
Samc-Day Service • Most Stngle Vision

P*x«on
Plaza
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We can rebuild sense of community
as an acceptable “tax," then
Mayor Dan Kemmis of
national service can work.
Missoula has written much
Guest column
However, going one step
By Shaun Tatarka
about the importance of
by
further, maybe American
Staff Writer
community, people finding
society should view national
common values and then
Kevin F. Phillips
Female students who
service not as just an annoy
learning how to work with
often see their weight
ing tax, but instead as a duty
each other. His philosophy is
fluctuate and are tired of
for
America’s youth to
could
perform
national
that if the citizens in our
failed diets may want to
service. The Peace Corps and perform. In exchange for the
nation learn again how to
check out a new class
many
rights of citizenship, a
VISTA
could
be
other
ex

work together, we can re
being offered this semes
citizen incurs a few duties as
amples of such service.
establish our sense of com
ter by a local registered
well.
Congress should also
munity. An example of this
dietician.
Others will argue that the
develop new programs such
community is when people
Susan Pomeroy, in
nation cannot afford to have
as a Police Cadet Corps, A
pulled together in order to
association with UM’s
national service. However,
National Teachers Corps,
defeat
the
ominous
Axis
Wellness Center, is
looking at the social fabric of
and revive the old Civilian
powers. The military draft
offering a class entitled
Conservation Corps, to name America, one could argue
put the farmer in uniform
“Living Free in a World of
that America must imple
a
few.
No
18
year
old
would
side
by
side
with
the
inner
Food: A Non-diet Ap
city factory worker. Although be exempt except for medical ment national service.
proach to Weight Manage
Today, Neo-Nazis teach
or
religious
reasons.
A
they
had
different
values,
ment." Pomeroy said
intolerance of other races and
religious waiver would
they learned to work to
Tuesday that the class
cultures while the KKK
require
a
person
to
perform
gether.
From
that
experi

will attempt to end the
burns crosses and gang
ence, they learned something some service for a church,
diet/weight-gain cycle.
members terrorize citizens in
along
the
lines
of
a
Mormon
about
themselves
and
the
“We’re going to help
the larger metropolitan
people they worked with who who performs a mission.
people break their life
areas.
Some will argue that the
came from different back
long addictions to food,"
Many of those angry,
government
can
’
t
force
grounds
and
locales
in
the
she said.
alienated people are
citizens to undergo national
United States.
Pomeroy also said that
America’s younger citizens.
service.
However,
the
United
The
same
holds
true
for
people who binge need to
We need to teach our
States did exactly that
the Korean War when the
stop punishing themselves
younger citizens how to build
military was the first institu during World War II when
America up, not tear it down.
tion to integrate on a massive the great majority of 18 year
Also, national service should
old
men
were
drafted
to
fight
scale. Many white soldiers,
COST CUTTING
in the war. While the women be viewed as civic education,
while assigned to units with
an intense, hands-on experi
were not drafted, many, out
blacks, learned for the first
■ Continued from page 1
ence after high school in
of patriotism, worked in jobs
time that blacks were no
learning
how to live arid
that supported the war
different than themselves;
Extension Service, Fire
($2.3 million)
work together.
effort.
They
replaced
the
they
could
work
with
and
Services Training School,
•Decrease student services
President Clinton has a
men who were sent off to the
respect blacks as equal
and Bureau of Mines and
such as financial aid,
good idea in proposing
warfront.
people. The de-activated
Geology ($2.5 million)
counseling, admissions,
national service. But instead
Others will argue that
soldiers
took
these
newly
•Offer
early
retirement
housing (1.7 million)
of having some of America’s
national service is an unjust
learned values back to their
program (savings would
•Reduce state support for
youth serve for economic
“tax" on young citizens. The
communities after the war.
depend on how many
athletics ($3.1 million)
reasons, every youth needs to
The integration in the armed term served in national
takers)
•Increase tuition for gradu
serve for civic reasons.
service could be better spent
forces broke a trail for
•Cut nine students out of a
ate students by up to 50
Working together, today’s
advancing one’s career.
nationwide integration
program that helps pay
percent more than under
citizens
can learn to live
National
service
would
mean
during the late 1950’s and
tuition in out-of-state
graduates ($1.4 million)
together and can develop a
a delay in career advance
1960’s.
medical schools ($364,000)
•Cut 10 percent from the
sense
of
community as
ment. So the argument goes,
So, when many young
•Reduce money for audio
budgets of the Forestry
envisioned by Mayor Kemmis
this “tax" is an infringement
males served together in the
visual and instructional
Conservation Experiment
through
a comprehensive
of a person’s rights.
military, they achieved a
materials by 10 percent
Station, Agricultural Experi
national service program.
However, citizenship
sense of community. They
ment Station, Cooperative
We
can
rebuild our sense
involves more than a citizen’s
learned that they could work
of community.
rights. C’Lizens have obliga
with people of different races
—Kevin F. Phillips is a
■ Continued from page 1___________________________________
tions, as well. Examples are
and backgrounds. With this
graduate student in public
income and property taxes. If
in mind, Congress should
administration and law.
society views national service
pass legislation requiring all
18 year olds, male and
female, to perform some sort
Another cost-cutting
“increases in tuition could be
of national service. However,
measure included in the
used to cushion the impact
the military would not be the
package was an increase in
on educational quality."
Spring Semester 1993 Intramurals
the student/faculty ratio. The only way a young citizen
However, the
ratio*for the university
commissioner’s office also
system currently stands at
wrote, “If tuition is used as
Play
17 to 1. The commissioner’s
an offset to General Fund
Fee
BRING YOUR U.M.
CoRec Men
Due
Begins
office said that increasing the
(state) support, increases in
I.D. CARD ANY TUESDAY
ratio to 18 to 1 would save
tuition provide little or no
Free
AND
TWO
STUDENTS
SKI
No
the system $4,000,000, but
Feb.
Feb. 17
benefit to the students."
Throw
X
X
Charge
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE.
added that educational
Included in the 21-option
Contest
(this offer is not good w«h any other discount)
quality would diminish and
package, produced at the
some institutions would be
request of the Legislature, is
Swim
No
put in danger of losing their
a measure that would elimi
Feb. 22
X* X* Feb.
22
Charge
Meet
accreditation.
nate fee wavers. Commis
Community colleges would
sioner of Higher Education
For more Info call Campus Rec, at 243-2802.
not escape the cuts un
John Hutchinson said that
scathed, under a proposed 2
because Montana has veiy
percent reduction in the
limited scholarship support
3 DOUBLE CHAIRS:
for undergraduate programs, state’s support, losing about
33% BEGINNINGTERRAIN
$345,000 over the next two
fee waivers serve as scholar
33% INTERMEDIATE
ships in many instances. The years. The commissioner’s
office said this “light hit" was
elimination would amount to
33% EXPERT
justified because community
a $2.3 million savings. The
a
We're located next to
colleges would be expected to
hardest hit groups would be
Red's Bar in the heart of
%s,^’
American Indians who would receive the overflow from
DOWNTOWN!
potential reductions in access
lose about $650,000, high
CUFFS; MOGULS
721-7618
piz:n fry the slice
to the universities.
school honor students and
TREE SKIING
The regents listed as one
veterans.
ALL YOU CAN BAT BUFFET
discovery
PIZZAS.
BOBBYBREAD
&
BOBBY
of the options cutting access
The commissioner’s office
CHEESE BREAD
wrote, “disadvantaged groups by 1,000 students, which
EVERY DAY, ALL DAY
SKI
AREA
would save $2,600,000, but
will be severely hurt if fee
$3.99 before 4pm
would require faculty and
wavers are eliminated.
90 MILES EAST OF
$4,99 after 4pm till close
staff “expenditures" to also
MISSOULA
Campus diversity will be
$1.00 OFF WITH COUPON
be reduced.
OPEN DAILY 9:30AM - 4:00PM
reduced."
with diets and start
focusing on why they
binged in the first place.
“We need to get to the
root of the problem and
find out what it is that is
making them overeat,"
she said. “There is a big
difference between stom
ach hunger, which is
physiological, and mouth
hunger, which is psycho
logical,” she added.
Pomeroy said men
suffer from the same
eating disorders as women
but the sexes should be
separated when discuss
ing the problems. She said
she hopes to hold similar
classes for men some
other time.
The class will be held
on Tuesdays from 12:05
p.m. till 1:15 starting
April 23rd. Women who
are interested should
contact the UM Wellness
Center at 243-2027.

Regents: look to cut costs

Campus Recreation

ALL YOU CAN EAT SPECIAL
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entertainment

CHECK IT OUT
■ CutBank publication
party, Friday, 8:00 p.m. at
the Great Western Theatre
in UM's Main Hall

UM play frolics
in funny farce
By Penny Orwick
for the Kaimin

The Tony Award-winning farce
“Lend Me A Tenor” opened Tuesday
night in the Montana Theatre. The
play is a production of The Montana
Repertory Theatre, UM’s resident, pro
fessional theater company.
Theplay’spremiseis simple. In 1934,
the Cleveland Grand Opera imports a
famous tenor to open its season.
“Then all hell breaks loose,” says
director Greg Johnson, with “lost bod
ies, found bodies, dressed bodies, un
dressed bodies.” Johnson says singing
by the actors is limited, and that most
of the music is taped snippets of fa
mous arias which most people will rec
ognize.
Johnson says playwright Ken
Ludwig’s 1989 Broadway hit borrows
from Buster Keaton, Lucille Ball, and
the Marx Brothers. A boxed set, com
mon in farce, allows the audience to see
Jon Malcolm Brownson (front), senior in drama, and Daniel Burnevik, junior in drama, make
eveiythingthathappens onstage, while
the characters see only a portion of it.
their.,up before the evening’s performance of God’s Country.
The set features six doors. Carefully
timed comings and goings provide much
of the comedy.
The cast includes three professional
actors
and five students. The profes
underlying paranoia, codes, and
Director Joe Proctor and several cast
By Penny Orwick
sionals are Suzie Hunt, raised in Mis
conspiracies.
Radical
right-wing
members
have
taken
over
roles
for
for the Kaimin
soula,
whose
credits range from Broad
preachers and activists make
Michael Murphy, the actor who was
way to television’s “Spenser: For Hire”;
“God’s Country,” which opened to a speeches on runways that jut into the! injured during rehearsal last week.
Missoula
native
Bill Bowers, a nation
full house Feb. 9 in the Masquer
audience from front and back. Talk
Along with speeches, lawyers, and
ally known mime who has also ap
Theatre, successfully offers an
show host Alan Berg’s broadcast
armed men in camouflage, “God’s
peared in several movies; and Tom
unflinching look at para- _
booth is a semi-circular
Country” includes wrenching human
Morris, a Chicago actor who works sum
military white separatists
3EEfl platform near the south
moments.
mers with Montana State University’s
in the Pacific Northwest. Ill/
Hg|Jfl door.
Savitri Durkee, as Judith Berg,
Shakespeare
in the Parks. UM stu
The show comes at the 1/
Playwright Steven Dietz recounts the evening of Alan Berg’s
dents Matt Casado, Chris Evans, Jen
audience from all direcP/S fl took much of the
death with pain, outrage and confu
nifer
Johnson,
Shannon Kelly and
tions. Corridors leading
■ docudrama’s script from
sion. In a quietly frightening mono
Nancy Nei round out the cast.
into the theater are lined
fl transcripts of the trial and
logue, Joe Proctor plays a stunned
,
It
s
one
thing
to
take acting classes;
with news clippings and
111 WSKij
writings by radical rightfather who wonders what he has
it’s a lot different to learn to be a profes
literature relating to both ■11 wSg
wing leaders.
unwittingly taught his neo-Nazi son.
sional,
”
Johnson
says,
“and that’s what
sides of the issue, introIII
The UM production
Initiates of The Order form a circle
The Rep affords the students.” He
ducing the audience to a
gggrfl futures smooth, quick cuts around a baby and chant slogans,
praises Hunt, Morris and Bowers for
black-and-white world
between the many scenes,
and a boy, played by Abe Kemmis,
their generosity as teachers, notingthat
ruled by men, where a woman’s only
aided by Mark Dean’s
appears repeatedly, reinforcing The
together, they have nearly 50 years of
role is to perpetuate the Aryan race.
extensive and complicated lighting
Order’s tenet that as long as one
professional
acting experience.
Nina Moskol’s stark sets use the
and Mike Post’s sound effects.
member lives, The Order lives.
The show is so popular with regional
whole theater, echoing the geo
Skillful acting makes it easy to
The final, lingering scene leaves
theaters,
Johnson
said, that the com
graphic spread of neo-Nazi groups.
accept the eleven actors in multiple the audience hushed and shifting in
pany felt fortunate to get the rights to
roles. In some scenes, Roger A.
The 1985 racketeering trial of The
their seats.
it.
Order takes place on the sloping
Citron plays Robert Jay Mathews,
“God’s Country” runs Thursday,
“Lend Me A Tenor” will appear in
main stage, which is layered with
The Order’s charismatic leader, and Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
the Montana Theatre Feb. 18 and 26 at
in others he plays an attorney.
letters and symbols that hint at
Tickets are $8.
8 p.m. and Feb. 27 at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

'God's Country' important and intense

11/A
fl II/

SESgsl

Ireland and Iowa not that far away
By Deborab Malarek
Kaimin Arts Editor

Ireland and Iowa are
miles away as the crow
flies, but the acoustic
ramblings of songwriters
from each land will alight
on the Copper Commons
stage Thursday night in a
Double Coffeehouse Con- v
cert
Northern Irish singer/
songwriter Tommy Sands
will perform songs that
combine the traditional
Irish sound he knows from
playing with his family’s
group “The Sands” during
the Irish folk revival of the
’60s and ’70s and his desire

to be an instrument of
change in a political world.
“I can’t move mountains
with songs,” Sands says,
referring to the problems
that persist in his war-tom
country, “but I can tiy to
help Protestants and Catho
lics understand each other
better.”
Sands’ songs not only
deal with Ireland. Pete
Seeger said Sands “has
achieved that difficult but
wonderful balance between
knowing and loving the
traditions of his home and
being concerned with the
future of the whole world.”
Iowan Dave Moore’s
music has been described as

a mix of folk, blues and TexMex. Moore plays guitar,
accordion and harmonica
and has performed on
“Prairie Home Companion,”
as has his better known
next-door neighbor Greg
Brown, of whom he is often
; compared
Moore, however, has
added a southwestern flair to
his folksy blues with Norteno
conjunto, which he describes
as polka with “a sense of
danger.”
The show is co-sponsored
by the Missoula Folklore
i
Society. Tickets are $7 for ‘
students, faculty and staff
and $8 general admission.
The concert begins at 7 p.m.

IRISH SINGER!songwriter Tommy
Sands will perform in the Copper
Commons Thursc y evening along with
opening act Do ve Moore. The concert
begins at 7 p.m.
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Centennial video gives UM history
Video tells anecdotes of university’s past
By Michael Quinn

Staff Writer

A cen
tury of UM
history has
been
molded into
one infor
mative 25minute
video and
will be for
sale by mid-March.
“Montana, My Montana:
The University’s Century
Toward Excellence,” was
written and directed by
radio/TV professor Gus
Chambers and is to be
marketed at a very afford
able price, he said.
“Many of the same stories
were going to be told over
and over again,” Chambers
said. “I wanted to discover
the interesting facts that not
everyone knew.”
Many of the interesting
facts included in the video
can be traced to the Grizzly
football tradition.
The video explains that
lack of legislative funds was
the root of the Bobcat-Grizzly
rivalry. Funding was so short
that the school receiving the
most money for the year was
consistently the winner of
the Bobcat-Grizzly game.
These were the years
when “Wild” Bill Kelly,
regarded as the Grizzly’s best
running back of all time,
never wore a helmet in his
three-year career.
The Grizzly football
department gave Chambers a
box of videos that, to his
surprise, contained a 1952
campus promotion video.
The video also shows the
evolution of women’s rights
at UM. The common customs
of yesterday were things that
are quite outdated today.
Every year Aber Day
festivities featured painting
the “M” atop Mt. Sentinel by
freshman. It seems that more
paint was applied to the
women than the “M” and it

UM's first moments re-enacted
to celebrate Charter Day
By Michael Quinn
StaffWriter

The ceremony that was
performed the first day
that UM’S doors were
opened will be re-enacted
at 12 p.m. on the Oval by
the Military Science’s
Color Guard.
There is no school on
Thursday so that students
may join in the UM
Centennial celebrations.
Charter Day, or Founders
Day, was aptly named
because on Feb. 17,1893,
Montana’s four institutes
of higher education signed
a charter making them
selves eligible for state
funding.
The original four were
UM, Montana State
University, Montana Tech
and Western Montana
College.
UM has not only helped
educate students; it has
turned into a
$134 million annual
economic contributor to
the Missoula community,
according to UM eco-

was customary for the
wrestling team to clean the
paint off the girls. Women
could only wear pants on
Saturdays or in sub-zero
weather. Paddlings were
handed out if these rules
weren’t followed.
Chambers said Karen
Ganz from the music depart
ment played the piano
versions of various Montana
related songs which added to
the sentimentality.
Chambers said U.S. Rep.
Pat Williams, D-Mont.,
narrated the World War I
section of the video.
Annie Pontrelli, centennial
coordinator, interviewed
between 60 and 70 of the
oldest and most important

nomic researchers.
Here is a schedule of
Charter Day activities,
anyone wishing to attend
is encouraged.
•Centennial Flag
Raising at the UC, 10 a.m.
•Program in the
Mansfield Library
“Glimpse of the Past,” 10
a.m. to 11 a.m.
•Campus Historical
Tours by UM Advocates in
period dress, meet at
Centennial Circle, 1-1 a.m.
to noon.
♦Re-enactment on the
Oval, noon.
♦Charter Day program
highlighting speeches
from 100 years ago, meet
in the University Theatre,
1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
•Charter Day reception
iii the UC Ballroom, 3
p.m. to 5 p.m.
♦Basketball at
Dahlberg Arena, Lady
Griz vs Northern Arizona,
7:30 p.m.
•"Lend Me A Tenor”
will be performed in the
Montana Theatre, 8 p.m.

alumni. Many facts were
attributed to her work,
Chambers said.
In order to find the facts
used in the video, Chambers
used much of the resources
at the Mansfield Libraiys
Archive Department.
Chambers said that once
the video is marketed, some
of the profits will go to the
archives.
The video “Montana,
My Montana: The
University’s Century
Toward Excellence” will
be showing Wednesday,
Feb. 17 from 10:30 a.m.
to 11 a.m. in the
Mansfield Library.

Pulling

TEXTBOO
From Our
Shelves
BEGINNING MONDAY
FEBRUARY 22,1993

UC

HOURS
M-F...8to6
Sat...10 to 6

Bookstore!

With a 4 year college degree, you can begin your career in
law as a paralegal in just 5 months.

•
•
•
•

Approved by the American Bar Association
Free lifetime national placement assistance
Financial aid available for eligible students
Includes a 100 hour internship

Call today for a free video "Your Career In Law"

1-800-848-0550
DENVER PARALEGAL
INSTITUTE
1401 19th Street Denver, GO 80202

□ Please provide information on the paralegal profession.
□ Please send free video "Your Career In Law"
Name________
Address _____

City _________
State ________
Phone _____
Graduation Date

Zip_______
Age______

DENVER PARALEGAL INSTITUTE
1401 19th Street
Denver. CO 80202
1-800-848-0550

HOWTO SPOT THE NOID
ON TOUR CAMPUS

Friday Evening, February 26 - Sunday, February 28

2

nights lodging

Sun. - Thurs. 11am - lam
Fri. - Sat. 11am - 2am

721-7610

2 DAY lift tickets
TRANSPORTATION
Information meeting Feb. 18th, 5:00pm in
fieldhouse 214.
For more info, call Campus Rec. at 243-5172

111 South Ave. W.
MEDIUM ONE TOPPING

PIZZA

PIZZA

•

•

Additional toppings $1.00
Not good with any other offer
expires in 30 days

Additional toppings $1.20
Not good with any other offer
expires in 30 days
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Spring enrollment similar to fall
Enrollment for the
Spring Semester at UM re
mained stable from Fall
Semester, according to the
UM registrar.
Phil Bain said SpringSemester enrollment is 10,597
students-17fewerstudents
than enrolled for fall.
UM enrollment is right
where administrators ex
pected it to be, said Bob
Kindrick, provost and vice
presidentfor academic affairs.
Kindrick said prediction

adjustments were made to
compensate for the transi
tion between quarters and
semesters.
He said part of the care
ful enrollment planning was
.....................
.......
in. an effort
to remain
within
the 2 percent cap estab
lished by the Board of Re
gents.
“Despite a very heavy
summer session, we’ve man
aged to stay within thatcap.
We’re very pleased with
that," he said.
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Zoning proposal
would give Greeks
breathing room
By Bill Heisel
for the Kaimin

The UM Greek system may have
two houses to expand into under a
plan being considered by the Mis
soula Consolidated Planning Board.
Gary Evans, the planner charged
|
with revising the proposed city zon
ing ordinance, presented what he
calls an “overlay district” to the Missoula Con
solidated Planning Board Tuesday night.
The University of Montana Entrepreneurship Club Presents
Ifhis plan survives the approval process, all
ofthe current eight fraternity houses and four
sorority houses will be designated for group
quarters, and two sites, the Unity Church on
University Avenue and the Angel Child Care
on Gerald Avenue, will be zoned for possible
Greek housing. Both buildings were once Greek
houses.
Although neither organization has plans
A Series of Topics That Explore the Difficulties
for moving soon, the district proposal would
and Opportunities of Making a Living in Montana
reverse a decade-long ban on Greek houses.
The current zoning code does not allow
group occupancy in the university area. Not
only are new national chapters prevented from
Feb. 17 • 6:30 - 7:30pm
moving in, but the old houses are in danger of
Urey Lecture Hall
being eliminated, Evans said.
If a fraternity or sorority house is damaged
by any means so that the cost of repair is more
than 50 percent ofthe cost ofreplacement, the
house would have to be vacated, according to
Evans.
Bureau ofBusiness
and Economic Research
“To say that an institution that has been
part of the community for decades should
Mr. Polzin’s Topic:

in
Montana

TONIGHT

fr------ Pdlll E.

POLZIN,.

Where is Montana's economy headed?
This five part lecture series co-sponsored by-------------

’UM School of Business & The UC Bookstore

Birth Control Counseling & Supplies

J £1

BS
**

■■ '

■ *■ y

Tl

■

728-5490

PLANNED PHRENTHnnn
THE UNITY Church is another
possible site for Greek expansion.

suddenly cease to be seems rather harsh to
me,” Evans said.
Under Evans’ plan, new Greek colonies,
like the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, would be
able to eventually establish themselves within
the same area.
After amassing about 32 members, the Pi
Kappa Alpha colony is now waiting to be
chartered by the national organization and
members say that they could use the incen
tive of a future home.
“If they give us some options, our pros
pects are better for taking out a loan from the
national chapter,” Josh Johnson, a member
of the fraternity, said. “Then we can start
looking at getting a house, but we can’t force
anything.”
Another possibility for Greek housing is
still on the table in the third revision of the
zoning ordinance. Evans originally set up
guidelines for “clustering” of houses, allow
ing a new Greek house within 300 feet ofany
two others. Tom Finch, a member of the
University Area Homeowners Association,
asked Evans to restrict the Greeks to just the
existing units, complaining that the guide
lines left the neighborhood wide open for
expansion. Hank Fischer, the association’s
president, said Monday that the group would
support Evans’ overlay district proposal.
“I think people accept fraternities and
sororities, but at the same time, you don’t
want them everywhere,” Fischer said. “They
make more sense in some places than oth
ers.”
Heather Schaefer, the Panhellenic presi
dent, said it would make sense to allow for
expansion throughout the area.
“The sky is the limit would be the best,”
Schaefer said. “We get letters all the time
from chapters that want to move in here.”

PICK UP YOUR
Applications available for:

Campus Telephone Directory
at one of thefollowing locations:
~UC Info. Desk
-Mansfield Library Foyer
-Lodge Registration Center
-Married Student Housing Off.
-University Communications
317 Brantly

Applications can be picked up in the
ASUM Office and are due by February 26

................ •$*—

OH OFF

S ST Large
€* Pizza

W vrr

including the

ULTIMATE TREATMENT

from CARRIE WETTACH

Upstairs • 101 East Main • Downtown
Missoula, Montana

(406) 728-6050

Must ask for the

_ ^one coupon per customer expires 3/16/93

Student Special
One-topping choice: pepperoni, sausage or cheese
Delivery • Dine-In • Carry-out
Afldav. issPe<dal delivered to University area only.
Y every day. No coupon needed. Limited time offer. $1 delivery charge.

^Vndro*^

Godfather’s

247 W. Front

P\/H

Downtown Only

V

Delivery
721-3663

Do Laundry
and Study,
Too!

• Open 24 Hours
• Study Tables For Students
• Snacks & Groceries
1600 Russell (Mount & Russell)

•PERMS ‘BODY WAVES
•CONDITIONING
•COLORING, FROSTING, TINTING
•EXPERT HAIRCUTTING AND STYLING

haircuts

$9.00
CoflUn’o

Sofon

Collsen P. Lyon
221 E. Main
open 9-5 M-F
543-5934
Call for late appointment
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sports

FRIDAY
■ Lady Griz volleyball— Get to know the
latest generation of spikers recently re
cruited to the University of Montana

Lady eagers stay perfect,
obtain national ranking
By Joe Paisley
Staff Writer

HUSTLE AND DETERMINATION, like that shown on the face of UMfreshman Nate Covill as
he battles with. Eastern Washington's Troy LeBlanc in Friday's game, were the keys to two
weekend wins by the Griz.

BACK ON TRACK...

Weekend sweep puts Griz
in hunt for Big Sky crown
Taylor was quick to point
out that UM won with team
play, as sophomore forward
Matt Kempfert poured in 27
points over the weekend, and
junior point-guard Travis
DeCuire dished out 14 assists
while committing just one
turnover.
“I thought Travis really
set (Lake) up,” Taylor said.
Tied for third with Weber
State and two games back of
Idaho, the Griz are back in the
hunt for a third-straight Big
Sky title and the right to host
the conference postseason
tournament.
Taylor said he was proud of
the way the Griz played after
losing to Montana State two
weeks ago, but he warned that
UM cannot become overcon
fident going into this week’s
action.
“We really brought our
selves back from a low last
weekend,” Taylor said. “Now
we can’t get too full of our
selves.”
The Griz are but one game

It’s a tale of two teams as
the Montana Lady Griz bas
ketball team, ranked 30th
in the country and seeking
its 10th Big Sky win, hosts
a cellar-dwelling, 0-9
Northern Arizona team
Thursday.
UM head coach Robin
Selvig said the close NAU
loss Saturday at home to
Boise, 78-70, got the at
tention of the Lady Griz.
“They showed they have
some kids who can score,”
Selvig said, adding that the
problem for NAU is that
they do not shoot consis
tently night after night.
NAU is second-to-last in
the Big Sky with a 38.2
shooting percentage.' ‘
One player that is con
sistent for NAU is senior
center Cristina Willis.
Willis averages 12.7
points a game while shoot
ing 40.8 percent.
Selvig said that Willis
was not much of a factor in
the Boise game, fouling out
15 minutes into the game..
Another player to watch
for is Jody Hensen.
“Hensen is capable of
lighting it up with threepointers,” Selvig said.
Hensen has shot 33
trifectas this season.
The Lady Griz have a 10
rebound-a-game edge over
NAU, and Selvig said that
UM hopes to hurt NAU on
the boards with UM junior

away from guaranteeing
themselves a spot in the tour
nament. However, they face a
rugged schedule, playing
After a bumpy ride through
three of their final five on the
the first half of the Big Sky
road.
season, the Montana Grizzly
“We only have one road
basketball team finds itself
win in conference,” Taylor
back in the saddle again after
said. “In the Big Sky, those
a weekend sweep of Eastern
things are tough to come by.”
Washington and conference
leader Idaho.
UM hits the road this week
UM pounded Eastern Wash
to take on the Northern Ari
ington by 20 points Friday
zona Lumbeijacks Thursday
night and upset Idaho by three
night in Flagstaff, Ariz., and
(pointers) on Saturday.
the Weber State Wildcats in
Ogden, Utah. The Griz topped
Sophomore guard Jeremy
Lake, co-winner of this
both teams in Missoula ear
week’s Big Sky player hon
lier this season.
ors, spearheaded the UM of
Both Lake and Kempfert,
fense with 12 points against
as well as junior center Josh
EWU and 17 against Idaho.
Lacheur, had big nights
Griz head coach Blaine Taylor
against the ‘Jacks and Wild By Joe Paisley
StaffWriter
said Lake came to play Satur
cats, and Taylor expects UM’s
day night, lighting up the Van
inside-outside scoring bal
Four University of Mon
dals with five treys.
ance to play a large part.
“Jeremy really jumped up
“Our balance is our tana track athletes qualified
and had a game face on,” he
strength,” he said. “If they for the Big Sky champion
said. “He was looking for a
guard the perimeter, we’ll go ships with good performances
crack of daylight, and he hit
in to the post. If they take last weekend in the Idaho In
them in the face with threeaway the post, we’ll go out to vitational and Idaho Devel
opmental Meet in Moscow.
pointers.”
the perimeter.”
In Friday’s Idaho Invita
UM netters even record with tourney win tional, seniors David Morris
and Clint Morrison placed
One reason for the sudden
The No. 1 doubles team of first and second in the 3,000
By Joe Paisley
success is the addition of
Verwolf and freshman Jeff
StaffWriter
meter run.
Nos. 1 and 2 singles play
Marsden have combined for
Morris is also an alternate
The University of Mon
ers Ales Novak and Brian
a 5-2 record in the new
for the NCAA Indoor Champi
tana men’s tennis team
Verwolf. The two freshmen
year, including going 3-0
onships in the mile with a
dominated the Eastern
have 5-2 and 7-0 records,
this weekend.
time of 4:05.1 in Saturday's
Washington Invitational
respectively.
“That is very good for
meet. Morris won the mile
with 6-1 victories over
UM coach Kris Nord said
two freshmen,” Nord said.
while Morrison took fifth
Eastern Washington and
Novak and Verwolf add depth
Novak was the one player with 4:13.4 to qualify for the
Calgary and a 7-0 win over to the Griz.
to lose to Calgary, falling to
Big Sky Championships
Whitman College.
Nord said Verwolf played
Robin Spiers 6-2, 6-3.
March 5-6.
The Griz have evened
really all weekend long.
Nord said that it was not a
Last year, Morris was an
their record at 5-5-1 on
“He had a flawless match
bad loss for Novak.
all-american in the indoor
the year after starting the
against Eastern Washing
“(Spiers) has a very
3,000 meters.
spring with an 0-3-1
ton,” he said. Novak beat
good record,” he said. “Ales
In the women’s draw of the
record from the fall.
Ray Akin 6-1, 6-1.
played really,, wfeJL”
Idaho Invitational, senior
By Kevin Anthony

Kaimin Sports Editor

Ann Lake leading the way.
Lake is one rebound away
from becoming 10th on the
UM all-time rebounding
list.
Turnovers are another
advantage for UM, with NAU
giving up 10 more a game
than the Lady Griz.
“They’ve struggled on
turnovers,” Selvig said,
adding that UM will use
pressure and man-to-man
defenses.
Last weekend, the Lady
Griz rolled on to a 9-0 Big
Sky record with road vic
tories over Eastern Wash
ington and Idaho.
UM overcame an early
Idaho lead to beat the Lady
Vandals 67-50 Saturday
with 27 of 31 shooting
from the charity stripe.
/ Selvig said th at he ’was 1
happy with how the Lady
Griz shot from the line,
adding that UM has shot 65
percent since the start of
conference play.
Junior Kelly Pilcher led
UM with 13 points, and
senior Joy Anderson was
close behind with 11 points
and four assists.
The Lady Griz started the
road trip with a 61-35
drubbing of Eastern Wash
ington Friday. EWU shot
only 28.3 percent from the
field, and the 35 points was
the lowest total scored by
the EWU since 1989.
UM shot 43 percent
from the field with Lake
scoring 11 points and
grabbing seven boards.

Tracksters await
Big Sky finals
Shelley Smathers took sev
enth in the 3,000 meter run,
and freshmen Brenda Naber
placed third in the high jump.
In the Idaho Developmen
tal,
sophomore
David
Macaluso qualified for the Big
Sky Championships with a
pole vault of 15-1 feet.
Senior Gary Johnson im
proved his mark in the shot
put with a hurl of 48 feet-6
1/4 inches, while Darrin
Stringer improved to 6.38 in
the 55 meter sprint, second
in the Big Sky.
For the Lady Griz, senior
Lynda Rudolph qualified for
the conference champion
ships with a 5:11 time in the
mile.
Koontz said that UM com
peted much better Saturday
than in the first meet
“We made more progress
last week than we did in the
previous two and a half
weeks,” he said.
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Upward Bound receives
donation to supply
students with books
By Jon Ebelt
for the Kaimin

UM’S Upward Bound Program has re
ceived $10,700 through a donation in memory
of a former UM student, said program direc
tor Jon Stannard Tuesday.
The Kimberly Hammond Memorial Up
ward Bound Book Fund was established at
UM by Kimberly’s parents, Gary and Donna
of Great Falls. “They have always been big
supporters of Upward Bound,” Stannard said.
Hammond was involved in Upward Bound
from 1986 to 1989 at Great Falls High. At
UM, Hammond worked in the Upward Bound
office’on work study while studying wildlife
biology. She died in August 1992 in a pick-up
truck crash.
Upward Bound is funded by the U.S.
Department of Education and is designed to
prepare qualified high school students for
successful college entry and completion. UM’s
program, started in 1966, introduces high
school students to UM each summer through
a six-week program. The program serves six
schools state-wide including schools in
Browning, Great Falls and Missoula.
The program will provide a total of $500 in
text books each semester for Upward Bound
alumni who are attending UM. “They feel
attached to stay on while attending UM,”
Stannard said. He said about 100 alumni
currently attend the university and about 12
are actively involved with UM’s program.
Stannard said the students will return the
books to the Upward Bound library after the
semester so they can be used by future
alumni at no cost.
If the Upward Bound program were ever
cancelled, the donation money would be used
for periodicals for the Mansfield Library.
However, Stannard said, "The last three
years, we’ve had nothing but increased
funding,” so he doubts the program will ever
be cut
In addition to the new book fund, Stannard
said alumni can also take advantage of an
office computer and printer, study room and
the experience of the Upward Bound staff. “I
pretty much know the ropes,” said Stannard,
who has been at UM since 1976. In addition
to Stannard, Program Assistant Leslie
Satake works full-time, helping students
with financial aid matters.

HIGHJUMPERS Chris Bilbau (top) and JeffAilshie will probably continue
their aerial acrobatics in the Adams Field House because plans for the new
track and field facility face controversy.

Found: really nice pair of leather
“GRIPS” gloves. Claim at the IMS
Lost and Found.

Lost: 2/12 a silver Cross retractable
ball point pen. Sentimental value Lost in the Mansfield Library or UC.
Call 543-6523.

Donation available, approval needed first
By Michael David Thomas
Staff Writer

and field facility on UM’s
Domblaser Field area. If ac
cepted, UM would have to pay
Acceptance of the proposed
only maintenance costs (between
indoor track facility is not a
$40,000 - $50,000 per year) and
“dead issue,” the UM Athletics
all UM students, faculty and
director said Tuesday.
staff could use the facility.
Bill Moos said accepting the
Before UM can accept the
facility donation is still a possi
donation, however, the Legisla
bility. He said he would talk with ture must approve the donation.
UM President George Dennison
The Regents told UM officials
before putting the issue to rest.
that they could not ask the
He said Dennison could still
Legislature for approval.
“make a case” for the track to the
Dick Koontz, UM track and
Board of Regents.
field coach, said he did not
Mountain West Track and
understand why UM is not being
Field Club in Missoula has
allowed to accept the donation.
offered to build an indoor track
He said that the facility could

Swim Meet - men’s and women’s
divisions. Counts towards All Sports
Trophy. Rosters due Feb. 22, play
begins Feb. 22,6 pm. Free! I Register
at Campus Recreation, FH 201.

Freedom from homosexuality. Proven
spiritual and psychological principles.
Strict confidentiality. Write Freedom,
Box 58, St. Regis MT 59866.

HELP WANTED
PERSONALS
DUI LEGAL DEFENSE
BULMAN LAW ASSOCIATES

721-3726

SLABURRITO now serving lunch
12-2, Mon.-Fri. 115 1/2 4th. 7286435. Giant Burritos.
SLABURRITO • SLABURRITO
Mon.-Fri. lunches

Come celebrate UM Charter Day with
Z®Ve Moore and Tommy Sands
Thursday Feb. 18,7 pm. Copper Com
mons. Celebrate the Centennial!

rce throw contest - men’s and
*onien's divisions. Rosters due Feb.
play begins Feb. 17at3:15.Freel!
Reguter at Campus Recreation or at
.u 6
event. Campus Recreall°n,FH201.

rar o>e Kaimin

Indoor track facility still possible

classifieds
LOST AND FOUND

Pete

Volunteers for 5 hours/week at
YWCA Domestic Violence Assis
tance Center. Excellent opportunity
for personal growth, developing com
munication skills, gaining work ex
perience. Apply YWCA, 1130 W.
Broadway or call 542-1944. Training
begins Feb. 24th.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT - fisheries. Earn $600+/week
in canneries or $4,000+/month on
fishing boats. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Over 8,000 open
ings. No experience necessary. Male
or Fem ale. For employment program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5626.
EARN UPTOSIO/IIR
Are you looking for great hours? $$$?
And a great experience? Don’t look
any further. Market for Fortune 500

Companies! CALL NOW 1-8OO-95O1037, Ext. 17.

Work-Study students needed: prima
rily morning hours. Academic assis
tance will help staff in providing ser
vices for students with disabilities.
Apply at Disability Services for Stu
dents: 32 Corbin Hall 243-2243 and
ask for Frances.
$200-$500 weekly
Assemble products at home. Easy!
No selling. You’re paid direct. Fully
guaranteed. FREE information 24
hr. hotline. 801-379-2900 Copyright
#MT012250

also be used to host regional
track meets and tennis tourna
ments.
Moos said between fees paid
to the university for hosting
tournaments and money not
spent on road trips, all or most
of the maintenance costs would
be paid.
Moos said the facility is being
passed over for more than
monetary reasons.
“The political environment is
not conducive to accept a
donation like this, especially
when plans to build the new
business building are set back
two years,* he said.

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed in
the Kaimin office, Journalism 206. They must be made in person.
RATES
Students/Faculty/Staff
Off Campus
80e per 5-word line
90c per 5-word line
LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found Items free of charge.
Ths can be three lines long and will run for three days. They must be
placed in person In the Kaimin office, Journalism 206.
FAST ACCURATE Verna Brown
543-3782.

50% OFF SALE

TYPING REASONABLE RATES,
SONJA 543-8565.

50% OFF SALE at Mr. Higgins. Great
bargains on great clothing and cos
tumes. 612 S. Higgins Ave. 721-6446.

FOR SALE

Carlo’s 50% off sale. Everyday in
Feb. Best selection in town. Every
thing on sale. Biker and jean jackets.
Cool clothes only at Carlo’s 5436350.

KAYAK FOR SALE: light blue Hy
dra Taurus, Perception spray skirt,
whitewater paddle. $250 package.
Nico, 721-2639.

SERVICES
Sewing - qualitative and reasonable.
549-7780.

Two Eastern wood carvings male,
female. 14". Displayed at Smith Drug.
Ask Byron.

HIV TESTING: Anonymous tests
doneM-F. Appts, avail, immediately.
Blue Mountain Clinic 721-1646.

Word processor/computer: Atari
520 ST. Complete system except
printer. Includes mouse, WP, soft
ware. $200. 543-7668

TYPING

WANTED TO BUY

WORDPERFECT, LASER, FAST,
LYN, 728-5223.

Carlo’s buys 501 jeans everyday. Up
to $12 paid. Crazy isn’t it! 543-6350.

Rush - typing. Call Berta, 251-4125.

Mr. Higgins pays up to $12 for used
Levi 501 jeans. Also buyingjeanjack
ets. 721-6446.

Discount Laser WordPerfect, Joljnv
54^-2927?
' ■’

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat,
sorority, team. club. etc.
pitches in just one hour
and. your group can raise
St.000 in just a few days!

Plus a chance to earn
$1,060 for yourself!
No cost. No obligation.
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65
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Hoinkig: shortage nay be eased
$6,000 an original resolu
tion would cost
said
Hummel
Pay raises for ASUM McCleary’s amendment
student employees will be only gives pay raises to ex
hashed out at Wednesday's ecutive positions, such as
ASUM meeting.
ASUM president or pro
At last week’s student gramming director, but ex
senate meeting, a resolu cludes raises for the lowertion was introduced to level positions, such as
raise wages 50 cents an ASUM senators or pro
hour for all student em gramming assistants.
ployees who are paid by
He added that groups
ASUM funds.
and clubs have asked for
ASUM President Pat close to $300,000more than
McCleary introduced an what ASUM has budgeted
amendment to the resolu and to accept McCleary’s
tion that would have a amendment would not be
three-tiered pay scale wise.
based on level of manage
The Senate heavily de
ment, ranging from $4.50 bated the resolution and
to $6.50.
its amendment at last
Eric Hummel, ASUM week’s senate meeting, and
business manager, said McCleary said he expects
McCleary’s resolution more debate before the sub
would cost ASUM $16,500 ject is closed.
more, as opposed to the

The traditional objection
brought by landlords to this
kind of legislation was founded
on the idea of protecting neigh
borhoods from college students
who .hold “never-ending, wild
beer busts,” Barrett said.
ASUM’s lobbyist John
McCarthy said the neighbor
hoods in which the restrictions
are in place have additional
rules concerning noise, health
codes and public disturbances
which would all remain valid.
However, some university
area homeowners told the City
Council recently that they do
not want any more university
students living in their neigh
borhoods.
University area resident
Betty Haddon said that before
the current zoning ordinance
was adopted, students lived in
the area and caused problems.
“Old houses were rented to
students that cared not for the
neighborhood,” she said.

By Michael David Thomas
StaffWriter

Cliffs StudyWare course reviews are a
dynamic new way to study for midterms
and finals.
Interactive computer software
-work at your own pace

Hundreds of on-screen
questions

Answer explanations
Glossary, hints, graphs
and figures
Immediate feedback

IIIIIGT ♦ CUCIIIS ♦ tKIISIl! ♦ [EIIHIES ♦ HYSICS ♦ SIMISIICS

Everyday Discount8'

10oFF

30off

All Non-text •
Books (students
faculty & staff

NY Times
Best Sellers
(all customers)

The University of Montana

Bookstore

University Center
TODAY, February 17,1993
PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE DAY
NOON FORUM: HUNGER AND HOMLESSNESS

UNIVERSITY CENTER
Thursday, February 18,1993

CHARTER DAY

Thursday, Februapg 18,1993,1:30 p.m.
University Theatre

Friday, February 19,1993

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
Saturday, February 20,1993

Centennial ceremony celebrating the

founding of The U niversity of Montana

PLUNGE DAY
TansportaUea will be provided II necessary Alter a day ol volunteering a pizza dinner it planned In the Cascade
Dining Room from 4:N-S:M President Dennison will make opening remarks to the students Faculty, staff and stu

Learn more about
Volunteer Opportunities
Visit our tables
in the UC
FEB. 16-19
or for more info call
243-2586

Vou ape also invited to a reception from 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. in the
University Center Ballroom following the ceremong

